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The engineer, cartographer, painter, architect,
playwright, and poet, all engaged in their
individual activities, offer their image and
meaning to the world. They extract from it its true
reality within the representation they give of it.1
Louis Marin, Utopics: Spatial Play (1973)
1 From  the  windows  of  the  Ministère  de  l’Écologie,  du  Développement  Durable  et  de
l’Énergie (Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development, and Energy), one can see the
Tours Nuages of Émile Aillaud with their faded colors.2 At first glance, there doesn’t seem
to be anything particularly fictional about these grands ensembles, or large-scale high-rise
housing projects, erected by the ministry’s predecessors.3 And yet these tons of concrete
and thousands of HLM (low-cost housing) apartments are vital elements of a narrative of
the rise and fall of French urban policy in the second half of the twentieth century.
2 The  grands  ensembles are  widely  regarded  as  the  quintessential  products  of  postwar
French government policy in the areas of regional and urban planning. These essential
icons of the Trente Glorieuses and their “shining legend of modernization triumphant” 4
were the subject of carefully crafted media campaigns from the very beginning. As early
as  1945,  the government  recognized that  control  over  imagery was  an indispensable
component  of  its  large-scale  reconstruction  projects,  and  it  established  internal
photography and cinematography departments to promote and defend its policies. The
approach survived as the policies changed:  in the context of  subsequent periods and
institutions, photography has been called upon to depict the failure of the social housing
effort or cast it as a vital part of the country’s architectural heritage.
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3 These photographs must be analyzed, not just in terms of how they depict the grands
ensembles, but more importantly in light of the different purposes for which they have
been used in the course of the past fifty years. In this essay, I follow W. J. T. Mitchell in
regarding representation of the landscape as a medium rather than a genre: “It asks that
we think of landscape, not as an object to be seen or a text to be read, but as a process by
which social and subjective identities are formed.”5 While its meaning may be influenced
by  its  form,  it  is  only  truly  determined  by  its  use.  The  image  forms  part  of  the
implementation of a discourse; it is an integral part of a media strategy that weaves text
and image together into a specific staging, be it the graphic layout of a publication or the
design of an exhibition. The image is harnessed to a use that may be characterized as
“projective;”6 it is a means for naturalizing a fiction grounded in a specific context of
utterance—or  rather  multiple  fictions  in  several  different  periods.  The  institutional
iconography to be considered here, with its combination of aerial and ground-level views,
black and white  and color,  chemistry  and pixels,  initially  supported the  notion of  a
visionary  state,  seen  as  the  builder  of  ideal  modern  housing  complexes.  It  later
accompanied a critical reversal in which that program was denounced as a disembodied
policy leading to the gradual disintegration of these structures and ultimately their—
figurative and literal—implosion at the end of the century. The historiographic work on
the  grands  ensembles that  began  twenty  years  ago  sought  to  abstract  from  these
narratives,  all  equally  compelling,  and to  view them,  no longer  as  the  vanguards  of
modernization or  as  “disgusting dinosaurs,”7 but  as  historical  objects.  This  approach
eventually  culminated  in  the  recognition of  these  structures  as  part  of  the  national
cultural heritage in a gesture that drew once again on images and their formal power, in
this case to justify turning them into monuments. The analysis presented here revisits
the history of the grands ensembles, building on previous studies to view them from a new
perspective, that of the media, and more specifically that of institutional photographic
production.
 
The Invention of the Grands Ensembles
4 In any study of the grands ensembles, the first challenge is to identify this architectural
object whose contours are as clear as they are ill-defined. Although the term is in general
use  today,  its  definition  is  by  no  means  an  easy  task.  The  expression  itself  did  not
represent a clearly identified category of urban or administrative action. Paradoxically,
its  first  official  use,  in  the  “Circulaire  Guichard”  (or  “Guichard  Circular”)  of  1973,8
accompanied the announcement that  the government would now be abandoning the
policy that had originally given rise to these structures. However, while not a part of
official parlance, the expression was used by those in government, and in 1953 it was
employed  by  Adrien  Spinetta,  Director  of  Construction  for  the  Ministère  de  la
Reconstruction (Ministry of Reconstruction), in an article for the journal L’Architecture
d’Aujourd’hui  (or  Architecture  Today).9 Its  subsequent  spread  attests  to  the  unified
perception  of  a  policy  that  was  actually  developed  “piecemeal,”10 as  the  product  of
uncoordinated and highly disparate operations. This variety makes itself felt quite clearly
whenever the attempt is made to strictly delimit the notion. This is how geographer Yves
Lacoste tackles the problem in 1963:
The grand ensemble thus appears as a unified and relatively autonomous complex of
apartment buildings constructed in a relatively short period of time, according to a
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comprehensive plan that, roughly speaking, calls for more than a thousand units.
Theoretically  excluded  from  these  true  grands  ensembles—true  because  explicitly
intended as such—are the many inorganic conglomerates formed by the accidental or
intentional coalescence of multiple smaller adjacent pieces of real estate.11
5 In the end, the term “grands ensembles” came to be applied without distinction to any
complex characterized by an architecture of towers and slabs and that also consists of
rental units and meets certain criteria of location and size. In competition with other
terms such as “gratte-ciel de banlieue,” or “suburban skyscraper,” which was borrowed
from the United States; “ville nouvelle” (‘new city”), which was proposed in the 1960s
(and designates another moment in the history of urban planning);12 “grande opération”
(“major operation,” proposed by Claudius Petit in 1950); “nouvel ensemble urbain” (“new
urban complex”), “nouvel ensemble d’habitation” (“new housing complex”), “cité neuve”
(“new social housing complex”), and “grand bloc” (“large block”),13 or “ville satellite”
(“satellite city”), “ville-champignon” (“mushroom” or “boomtown”), and “mille fenêtres”
(“a thousand windows”), which were used in the media, it gradually became established
as the generally accepted term. From the mid-1950s on, it became as prevalent in the
pages of  trade journals  as  on the walls  of  the Salon des Arts  Ménagers  (Ideal  Home
Exhibition, 1955). 
6 The term no doubt owed its success to the fact that in addition to being in tune with the
times it  was  also easy to  use.  No need to  master  the sometimes arcane language of
administrative acronyms to identify the object in question, which was distinguished “by
its implacably alien character and its isolation in the landscape and in representations.”14
Moreover, its rhapsodic quality was in line with the spirit of the period. For the history of
the grands ensembles is inextricably linked to that of the Trente Glorieuses, the mythical
period of France’s march toward modernization after the Second World War. The widely
shared view of these years, embodied in the expression coined by Jean Fourastié in 197915
and broadly accepted since, is that of an age of consensus surrounding the benefits of
scientific and technological progress. Current historical analysis, however, has qualified
this picture, emphasizing the constructed and artificial character of that heroic narrative.
16 The picture of a visionary, innovative, avant-garde state is largely the product of a
concerted public relations effort mounted after the fact by those who implemented the
policy, lending a mythical sheen to a chain of events that was initially quite chaotic.17 This
narrative of a golden age of centralized and unlimited technocratic power was linked
very early on to the “constructive imagination”18 of a state fully invested first in the
policy of reconstruction and then in that of regional planning. Here again, intentions and
practices seem to have collaborated to fashion a modified narrative of  the historical
sequence of the postwar period, in which architects, intellectuals, and politicians are seen
as unanimous in their enthusiastic embrace of the modern ideal.19 In order to promote
construction projects unprecedented in their ambition, the city of the past was depicted
as  monstrous,  ravaged  by  “la  lèpre  pavillonnaire”  or  “the  plague  of  single-family
houses”—that  is,  the  uncontrolled  proliferation  of  small  unrelated  structures—and
“deeply  pathogenic,”20 scourges  that  stood  in  glaring  contrast  to  a  new  functional
urbanism governed by rationality.  This godlike vision then found expression in these
monumental structures, symbols of the state’s power, which were universally referred to
as “grands ensembles,” a term as abstract as it is absolute. 
7 The discourse of a break with the past, which made it possible to showcase the boldness
of  the  undertaking,  concealed  the  formal  and  intellectual  connection  between  the
projects of the period and ideas and experiments of the years before the war.21 In fact,
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while  the analysis  of  the invention of  this  mythology of  the grands  ensembles clearly
belongs  to  that  of  the  Trente  Glorieuses,  it  nonetheless  requires  us  to  expand  our
chronological framework. Maurice Rotival is generally credited with having coined the
expression in an article in the journal L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui from 1935 (fig. 1).22 This
genesis of the term reveals the ideological basis of the representation, which is linguistic
as well as visual. Rotival was seeking to theorize a modern urbanism by developing a
progressive set of reflections based on the Charter of Athens.23
Fig. 1. Pages 56 and 57 of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, vol. 1, no. 6 (June 1935), article by
M. Rotival, “Les Grands Ensembles.”
8 His argument rests on a critical description of a “photographic map” of the classical city,
which gradually leads to a stroll through the modern city of the future:
We hope to  one  day  exit  cities  like  Paris  not  just  via  the  Avenue des  Champs-
Élysées, the only truly superior feature of the Parisian urban landscape, without
which the city itself could not exist, but also through Belleville, Charonne, Bobigny,
etc.,  and find great shining residential  complexes,  well  situated and standing in
bright sunlight, harmoniously arranged along wide highways surrounded by large
wooded areas, parks, and stadiums.24
9 The visual aspect of this description is associated with a rich iconography combining
plans, models, and photographs. While it was not unusual for photographs to appear in
the journal’s pages, their inclusion suggests a desire to signal the progress of the modern
movement.25 In keeping with the internationalism of its editorial line, various examples
of radical European architecture stand alongside the French structures, which include the
Cité de la Muette in Drancy (1931–1935). This complex, designed by the architects Marcel
Lods and Eugène Baudouin, who are presented as pioneers, is singled out for especially
lavish  photographic  coverage,  combining  aerial  and  pedestrian  views.  The  forward-
looking aspect of the discourse is accompanied by a “projective” use of the images. The
aim of the media strategy combining text and images is to highlight the promise of this
modern architecture, despite the fact that it has not yet been realized in practice. The
images  thus  give  substance  to  the  modernist  “ideal”  in  a  staging that  combines  the
possibilities  of  photographic  composition  with  the  suggestive  power  of  words.  The
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caption of the final photograph exemplifies this dynamic: “Urban housing surrounded by
greenery. But this ideal picture could only be obtained by taking the photograph from a
neighboring field” (fig. 2). Far from being a tool for bearing witness to reality, here the
image  is  used  to  propose  a  new  dimension  of  the  built  environment  and  helps  to
construct a modern fiction. 




10 In  1944,  when  the  Ministère  de  la  Reconstruction  et  de  l’Urbanisme  (Ministry  of
Reconstruction and Urbanism) was created within the Gouvernement Provisoire de la
République  (Provisional  Government  of  the  Republic),  its  mandate  was  threefold:  to
reconstruct  the  building  stock  destroyed  in  the  war,  to  confront  the  population
explosion, and to gradually reduce the amount of poor and substandard housing.26 By the
1950s, this ambition, together with the progressive industrialization of the construction
sector, led to a shift toward a more collective orientation and the construction of the
grands ensembles. This orientation was thus the result of economic as well as technical
considerations, but it was also heavily influenced by the urban policy adopted under the
leadership of Eugène Claudius-Petit beginning in 1948.27 To understand how this policy
was communicated to the public, one must consider the horizon of expectations of those
who devised it. The discourse they adopted was based on the theses of the progressive
movement in architecture combined with arguments that frequently refer to the society
of the future.28 Far from being confined to the design of new buildings, the aim was to
radically rethink how the city was organized. Idealizing rationality, they aspired to design
a space that would be adapted to contemporary humanity conceived as a universal ideal
type, which they sought to provide with a hygienic and harmonious living environment
based on a separation of functions (living, working, leisure, and circulation), organized in
a geometric pattern. 
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Fig. 3. H. Salesse, “Paris, Grand Palais, Salon des Arts ménagers [Ideal Home Exhibition],
March 1955,” coll. Ministry of Territorial Equality and Housing / Ministry of Ecology,
Sustainable Development, and Energy.
11 This  modern vision laid the foundations for  the urban policy promoted in the early
postwar  period,  which  was  supported  by  an  extensive  visual  production—
cinematographic29 as  well  as  photographic—on  the  part  of  the  relevant  government
departments.30 Designed to “convince [viewers] of the need for new construction and to
demonstrate  the merits  of  a  new city  planning approach,”31 the  images  were widely
disseminated to the public: exhibitions and traveling movie theaters carried the gospel of
modernization to every corner of the country. In them, the grands ensembles are presented
as  the  concrete  harbingers  of  a  city  conceived  and  intended  for  humanity,  ideal
residential complexes in which one finds the importance attached to sun,  space,  and
greenery by the modernist credo. All of this constitutes a clear orientation that emerges
especially clearly in the staging of the photographs at the Salons des Arts Ménagers (Ideal
Home  Exhibitions)  in  the  1950s,  the  privileged  vehicles  for  communicating  this
“comprehensive plan for happiness”32 to the public. There, visitors are greeted by the
sight of children enjoying the newly constructed playgrounds of these “radiant cities” (
fig. 3), followed by large panels checkered with images in which views of the clean-lined
buildings alternate with photographs of cloudless skies (fig. 4).
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Fig. 4. H. Salesse, “Paris, Grand Palais, Salon des Arts Ménagers [Ideal Home Exhibition],
March 1955,” coll. Ministry of Territorial Equality and Housing / Ministry of Ecology,
Sustainable Development, and Energy.
12 These same scenes of everyday life can be seen in the pages of the trade journals, where
they rub shoulders with shots of the buildings as well as plans and models. An example is
the double-page spread which opens the special report on “Les Grands Chantiers” (“The
Major Construction Projects”) in an issue of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui from 1953 (fig. 5),
or another depicting the grand ensemble of Sarcelles, the iconic image of the period, in a
1959 issue of the journal Urbanisme (fig. 6) entirely devoted to the grands ensembles and
illustrated with photographs from the ministry. The “graphic strategy”33 of these page
layouts is typical as well. Combining views from the ground and views from above, the
buildings are pictured in such a way as to emphasize their forms, accentuating their clean
lines and vast dimensions.
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Fig. 5. Pages 30 and 31 of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, no. 46 (1953).
13 The impulse  behind these photographs was technical  as  well  as  symbolic.  As  Hélène
Jannière points  out,  these anthropometric  portraits  or  “mugshots”  of  the structures,
which are  shown in  front  view as  well  as  in  profile,  initially  echoed the  traditional
approach to representing architecture. Panoramic views avoided the distortions caused
by monocular perspective, producing photographs that resembled geometric drawings.34
But  it  was  above  all  the  pervasiveness  of  aerial  views  that  most  strongly  impressed
contemporary viewers, because of their relative novelty. 
Fig. 6. Pages 112 and 113 of Urbanisme, no. 62–63 (1959), photographs by J. Biaugeaud.
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14 Providing a literally heroic vision of the terrain when first introduced, the aerial view
derived its appeal and its fascination from the vantage point it offered the viewer. A
“magical quality”35 that earned it great popularity. The aerial photograph gradually lost
its status as the document of a daring exploit and entered the pages of trade as well as
mainstream publications.36 In  the  early  1950s,  its  merits  are  explicitly  touted in  the
journal Urbanisme,37 which also mentions the abundance of such views in the ministry’s
collections. Indeed, the distance it permits from the subject became the instrument of a
strategic  vision.38 As  early  as  1935,  in  his  book  Aircraft, Le Corbusier  bases  his
denunciation of urban chaos and his case for modernizing the city on aerial photographs:
For the bird’s-eye view has enabled us to see our cities and the countries which
surround them, and the sight is not good  . . .
The airplane is an indictment. 
It indicts the city.
It indicts those who control the city.
By means of the airplane, we now have proof, recorded on the photographic plate,
of the rightness of our desire to alter methods of architecture and town-planning.39
15 Because  it  offered  a  clearly  readable  image  of  the  terrain,  aerial  photography  was
embraced before the war as an ideal tool for urban planning. It was used in two different
ways. The first is purely cartographic and involves adopting a vertical viewpoint. The
space is depicted in its entirety and looks like a map with no relief. The second is more
specifically architectural and involves the adoption of an oblique perspective. This is the
approach  of  special  interest  to  us,  since  it  conveys  information  about  the  built
environment  while  also  staging it  in  a  spectacular  manner.  The virtually  unanimous
preference for oblique views in the promotion of the grands ensembles was no doubt due to
the fact that it made it possible to capture these complexes in their entirety, highlighting
their  overall  structure  while  also  providing  an  apparent  legibility  for  uninformed
viewers. Most importantly, however, the use of this vantage point opened up a new space
of the gaze. The distinguishing feature of oblique views is that they combine topography
and  perspective  within  a  single  image,  the  former  being  associated  with  geometric
operations of measurement, the latter with figurative operations of representation.40 This
position midway between description and narration helps to tell a visual story in which,
in the words of Louis Marin, “the utopic figure of the city” begins to emerge.41 In contrast
to the vertical  or  geometric  view,  which presents  the picture of  an “ideal”  city,  the
perspectival view makes it possible to inscribe that utopia in real spaces. It presents the
project of the modern city as a reality, giving it substance by installing it within the
terrain of the contemporary world.
16 The oblique view became very closely associated with the representation of the grands
ensembles, not only in official photographs and in images appearing in trade journals but
because the vantage point was widely adopted by the culture industry of the postcard.
Yet the implications of this perspective were not univocal. The height from which the
photographs  are  taken,  combined  with  the  photograph’s  inherent  tendency  toward
foreshortening and the absence of a horizon, which interferes with the perception of
scale, lead to a rereading of the buildings as sculptural masses. This simplified picture,
coupled  with  the  view  overlooking  the  structures,  is  somewhat  reminiscent  of  the
cognitive function assigned to the observer by scale models.42 Precisely this resemblance
alluded to by minister Pierre Sudreau in 1960,  when he described certain projects as
“excellent models or noteworthy competition entries.”43 A comment that is actually a
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criticism, in which the view from above is associated with a position of power, invoked to
suggest the godlike position adopted by those who built the grands ensembles. 
17 As the years passed and the discourse surrounding the grands ensembles evolved, aerial
views thus accompanied the most laudatory articles as well as the most scathing attacks.
Hence the photographs were harnessed to different  “projective” uses,  their  meaning
shaped by the media strategy to serve the policy interest of the moment. They were
successively symbols of the (re)constructive power of the state and of the development of
a managerial and disembodied vision. 
 
A Technocratic Vision
18 The early 1960s marked a decisive turning point in the discourse surrounding the grands
ensembles.  Previously cast as the glorious achievements of a nation turned toward the
future,  they now became symbols of  a  planner state intoxicated with its  power.  The
targets of this critique were both the excesses of the “new architectural academicism”44
of  these  mass  housing  complexes  marked  by  monotony  and  uniformity  and  social
problems caused by their lack of infrastructure.  The polemic began in 1959 with the
publication in L’Habitation no. 72 of studies by four experts decrying the evil of the grands
ensembles.  It continued with a series of articles on the same theme in general-interest
magazines, likening the structures to “rabbit cages”45 and lamenting “the madness of the
grands ensembles.”46 Almost paradoxically, the government did not seek to distance itself
from this criticism. Far from defending the policies of his predecessors, in August 1959
Minister of Construction Pierre Sudreau evoked the “the overly gigantic scale of certain
structures” and the associated planning excesses:
The point, for the architects, is not to please themselves by developing an a priori
aesthetic.
The point, for the engineers, is not blind faith in the primacy of a technology that
becomes oppressive as soon as they forget that its primary mission is to serve.
The point, for the state, is not to make quantity and “affordability” the be-all and
end-all, since houses are not built solely for the day of their inauguration.
The point is to remain at the scale of man, whom one does not have the right to
crush or to violate in the belief that one is prefabricating his happiness... along with
his house.47
19 In an issue that same year of the journal Urbanisme, which effectively served as a platform
for Pierre Sudreau, the latter presented the findings of the Commission de la Vie dans les
Grands Ensembles  (Committee on Life  in the Grands Ensembles)  formed in 1957 and
insisted that from this point forward “the projects undertaken will essentially be in the
service of humanity. In a word, technology will be subordinated to human beings.”48 A
position that Annie Fourcaut describes as “schizophrenic”,49 since the building programs
actually proceeded without any genuine questioning of their fundamental principles, be
it their collective orientation, their use of heavy fabrication, their exclusive dependence
on concrete, their vast dimensions, or their preference for a single planner.
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Fig. 7. Pages 10 and 11 of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, no. 95 (1961), article by P. Sudreau, “Pour un
musée des erreurs” (“For a Museum of Errors”).
20 Aerial  views,  which had previously held out the promise of  a new city,  thus became
exhibits  in  the  case  against  the  grands  ensembles through  an  inversion  of  their
“projective” use, of the imaginary construct to which they were harnessed. They were
now  tangible  evidence  of  the  distant  and  dehumanizing  outlook  of  reconstruction’s
authors and belonged in the “museum of mistakes” evoked by the minister himself in
1961 in the pages of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui (fig. 7). As if to corroborate that judgment,
the article in that same issue on living conditions at Sarcelles, which denounces “a dreary
life from which no escape is possible” (fig. 8), 50 is primarily illustrated by ground-level or
at least clearly situated shots by photographer Jacques Windenberger. Here, then, the
aerial view is seen as being complicit in the development of a state-based approach to
urban planning unilaterally imposed on anonymous territories and blind to the resulting
social problems, which can only be perceived on the ground. 
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Fig. 7. Pages 10 and 11 of L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui, no. 95 (1961), article by P. Sudreau, “Pour un
musée des erreurs” (“For a Museum of Errors”).
21 A formal  opposition which is  actually  the product  of  a  cultural  construction.  Jeanne
Haffner’s analysis of the use of these two different types of representation enables us to
relativize their formal and conceptual opposition in favor of a complementary sense of
their relationship. “The view from above, in fact, gave rise to the view from below.”51
Haffner points out the link between the emergence of the notion of social space and the
use of  aerial  photography in early twentieth-century work on human geography and
ethnography,  and later in the work of researchers like Paul Chombart de Lauwe and
Robert  Auzelle  after  the  Second  World  War.  The  latter  posited  the  importance  of
everyday life practices in producing social space and sought to demonstrate their thesis
with large-scale surveys for the Ministry of Reconstruction in the 1950s.52 They favored
an  empirical  approach  to  the  terrain  supported  by  the  simultaneous  use  of  visual
techniques: maps, views from the ground, and views from the sky. Thus, the proponents
of a social approach were also the first champions of the potential of this new way of
apprehending the physical world.53 
22 In the 1960s and ‘70s, the aerial view was discredited by thinkers like Henri Lefebvre,
Michel Foucault, Guy Debord, and Michel De Certeau in the name of this very same social
approach. Certeau developed the rhetoric of an irreconcilable conflict between a view
from above, the expression of an “all-seeing power” and the “exaltation of a scopic and
gnostic drive,” and the everyday life practices which can only be observed on the ground.
54 This critical reversal becomes understandable if one places this perception of the aerial
view  in  a  broader  cultural  context.  While  overflights  were  primarily  used  for
reconnaissance purposes in the “war to end all wars,” in the late 1940s they came to be
associated with the deadly bombing raids of World War II, which continued in France in
the turbulent context of the Algerian War. Metaphorically, the vertical perspective thus
became the symbol of an inhuman destructive power. 
23 It is worth pointing out that, while the opposition between ground-based and aerial views
becomes an enduring fixture of the visual culture, the aerial perspective is not always
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cast as the negative term. It is praised, for example, by geographers Pierre Deffontaines
and Mariel J. Bruhnes Delamarre in their famous Atlas Aérien de la France (Aerial Atlas of
France) published between 1955 and 1964, in which they oppose the view from above to a
“linear [view] along the ground,” which they roundly reject:  “the source of  constant
distortions in one’s observations,” it “submerges the traveler in an individual feature of
the  landscape”  and  prevents  any  global  overarching  perception.55 This  view is  then
echoed by Olivier Guichard, the government’s delegate for regional planning, who in 1965
asserts that “flying over [the landscape] in an airplane or better still a helicopter” is the
only way to ascertain “the exact dimensions of things.”56 This commitment to the aerial
perspective then became the basis for the visual culture of the leading figures of regional
planning, which was dominated by this “cartographic” representation in the 1960s and
‘70s.
24 In fact, while the increased popularity of the pedestrian view in the 1980s, in particular
thanks to the Mission Photographique de la DATAR (DATAR Photographic Mission), was
regarded  as  a  conceptual  break,  it  actually  echoed  practices  early  in  the  century,
especially the pioneering use of photography by officials of the Service de Restauration
des  Terrains  de  Montagne (Department  for  the  Restoration of  Mountain Territory),57
practices that continued in the photographic department of the postwar ministries. The
return of the pedestrian view in the early 1980s was linked to the emergence of a new
concern  with  the  landscape  and  the  adoption  of  a  “sensitive”  approach  to  spatial
planning.58 On this occasion, the senior member of the project, Robert Doisneau, returned
to the scene of an earlier chapter in his career and walked the outskirts of Paris. At the
end of the war, his black-and-white photographs had depicted picturesque suburbs of
narrow cobbled streets and free-standing homes. Forty years later,59 he used color film
and a large-format camera to depict a territory that had now become unrecognizable,
bristling with modern grands ensembles. His compositions, which omit human figures and
focus on structures, are organized around effects of scale and relations of planes and
surfaces.  It  should  be  noted  that  there  is  a  formal  resemblance  between Doisneau’s
images and those of the ministry’s photographers, who also strolled among the grands
ensembles.  Like them, Robert Doisneau plays with the masses and volumes,  voids and
solids created by the structures. However, his approach was not intended as a scathing
critique of this architecture (which is nonetheless rejected) but betrays a desire to restore
these gaudy-colored buildings to favor (fig. 9).60 Nevertheless,  Doisneau’s photographic
statements remained isolated exceptions among the many photographs that focused on
suburbs blighted by deterioration and ruin.
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Fig. 9. Cover of L’Humanité Dimanche, November 1–4, 1985, photograph by R. Doisneau, series
“Banlieue d’Aujourd’hui: Dans les banlieues et les villes nouvelles de la région parisienne” (“The
Suburbs Today: In the Suburbs and New Cities of the Paris Region”), Mission Photographique de la
DATAR, 1984–1988, coll. studio of Robert Doisneau.
 
Ruins and National Heritage Sites
25 After the era of reconstruction and that of disfavor came the era of ruins. In 1973, the
Circulaire  Guichard61 officially  called  a  halt  to  “the  forms  of  urbanization  generally
known as ‘grands ensembles’” and marked the beginning of the implementation of the
“politique de la ville,” a policy aimed at revitalizing troubled urban areas. Once again,
photographs closely accompanied these efforts to “humanize the concrete”62 in the 1970s
and ‘80s, here too in an effort to document and legitimate a state intervention now based
on  the  general  consensus  that  the  grands  ensembles had  been  a  failure.  They  were
perceived as the source of all the ills of the contemporary city, as responsible for a social
breakdown stemming from lack of infrastructure and geographic isolation. Initially, the
state chose to embark on a broad renovation effort in light of the deteriorated condition
of a certain amount of social housing in the 1970s. To justify it, government departments
produced color photographs documenting the decay of these urban complexes and the
physical deterioration of their buildings and exposing the “mal-être” (or “malaise”) of the
suburbs. In this radiant city gone to seed, children played beside stripped, burned-out
cars  that  littered  the  former  green  spaces:  the  modernist  dream was  systematically
demolished (fig. 10). 
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Fig. 10. B. Suard, “Bobigny, cité de l’Abreuvoir (architecte Émile Aillaud), 1500 logements,
octobre 1984” (“Bobigny, Cité de l’Abreuvoir (Émile Aillaud, architect), 1500 apartments, October
1984”), coll. Ministry of Territorial Equality and Housing / Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable
Development, and Energy.
26 In the late 1980s, this demolition ceased to be metaphorical and became a reality. The
destruction of the first of these “disgusting dinosaurs”63 in 1986 was widely covered by
the media, including newspapers and television. The implosion of the Debussy building of
the Cité des 4000 in La Courneuve was turned into a vast spectacle. The structure was
dynamited in an effort to wipe from the urban landscape what was regarded at the time
as the stigmata of the urban policy mistakes of the past. When the attempt was made to
trace the slow disintegration of the housing projects in close-up, at the foot of the towers,
the staging of  their  disappearance echoed that  of  their  construction.  The building is
isolated as a mass, presented as a gigantic, geometric hulk that stands out sharply against
the horizon by adopting a panoramic or perspectival vantage point (fig. 11). The images
are harnessed to a projective aim based on overturning the myth; they deconstruct the
modern fiction on its own iconographic terrain. 
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Fig. 11. G. Crossay, “Cité des 4000, démolition de l’immeuble Debussy, 18 février 1986” (“Cité
des 4000, demolition of the Debussy building, February 18, 1986”), coll. Ministry of
Territorial Equality and Housing / Ministry of Ecology, Sustainable Development, and
Energy.
27 Now in ruins, the grands ensembles went on to be designated as national cultural heritage
sites at the turn of the century. In reality, the process was not a linear one, and there
were sharp differences of opinion on what should be done. Initially, the grands ensembles,
now that they had no future, were given a past with the emergence of a historiography
devoted first to the urban and social policy of the period of reconstruction and then more
specifically  to  modernist  architecture.64 A  notable  example  is  the  research  of  Bruno
Vayssière,  which  closely  associates  history  and  representations  in  a  book  richly
illustrated with photographs from the ministry’s collection.65 The author argues for an
end to the “collective amnesia”66 and urges that the grands ensembles be acknowledged as
the products of a French architecture characterized by what he calls “le hard French,” and
more  generally  as  “the  most  impressive  representatives  of  our  modern culture.”67 A
process of symbolic rehabilitation was then set in motion in the 1990s, sparking a debate
surrounding the possible patrimonialization of these structures slated for destruction by
newly  established  ministerial  bodies,  in  particular  the  Agence  Nationale  pour  la
Rénovation Urbaine (National Agency for Urban Renewal), created in the early 2000s.68
Unlike previous policies,  this  one was not  supported by a specific  visual  production.
Hence it was ultimately the proponents of patrimonialization, particularly through the
intervention of the Inventaire Général du Patrimoine (General Inventory of the Cultural
Heritage),  that  the  last  visual  representation  of  the  grands  ensembles to  date  was
undertaken  at  the  dawn  of  the  twenty-first  century.69 This  time,  the  task  of  the
photographers was to document these structures for posterity. With this in mind, they
were  given  guidelines  to  follow that  were  as  precise  as  they  were  perfunctory:  the
photographs were to be taken from a “natural” vantage point, using natural light, and the
buildings framed in such a way as to obtain a complete elevation or one seen in axial
perspective.70 The buildings were restored to their magnificence—proud, solid monoliths
that occupy the frame of the image without apology. This effort to showcase the grands
ensembles came in  conflict  with  the  urban policy  being  implemented elsewhere.  One
incident occurred in connection with the publication in 2003 of a brochure on Le Logement
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Social en Seine-Saint-Denis, 1850–1999 (Social Housing in Seine-Saint-Denis, 1850–1999),71 which
was illustrated by the photographs of the Inventaire (fig. 12). The prefect refused to allow
the brochure to be published, because many of its photographs of the grands ensembles
included blue skies, an aesthetic decision he felt reflected an ideological bias.72
Fig. 12. Pages 38 and 39 of Le logement social en Seine-Saint-Denis, 1850–1999, Itinéraires du
patrimoine (Social Housing in Seine-Saint-Denis, 1850–1999, Itineraries of the National Cultural
Heritage, 2003), ed. G. Monnier and B. Pouvreau, photograph by S. Asseline / ADAGP 2003, “Cité de
l’Abreuvoir, Bobigny (93),” coll. region of Île-de-France.
28 The end of  the  first  decade  of  this  century  seemed to  mark a  turning point  in  the
recognition of the historical importance of the grands ensembles, as evidenced by a series
of events. These included the exhibition Toit et Moi, 100 Ans de Logement Social (Roof and I:
100 Years  of  Social  Housing), which  incorporated  these  projects  into  an  expanded
chronology  of  the  history  of  social  housing  in  France,73 and  the  rediscovery  of  the
photographic collections of the Ministry of Reconstruction both in the context of that
exhibition and through the publication Photographies à l’œuvre. Enquêtes et chantiers de la
Reconstruction, 1945–1958 (Photographs at Work: Surveys and Construction Projects of the Period
of Reconstruction, 1945–1958).74 Finally, the grands ensembles were celebrated as products of a
singular  architectural  history:  showcased  at  the  French  Pavilion  of  the  Biennale
d’Architecture in 2012, they were the subject of a book75 and an exhibition76 supported by
the Ministry of Culture. In this context, the contribution of the American photographer
Alex Mac Lean was accorded a place of honor both on paper and on the gallery walls (
fig. 13). His work consists of striking color aerial views, the results of a commission he
received in 2010. Thus, they represent the most current manifestation of this state-based
visual policy and seem to bring the iconographic development full circle by reviving the
glorious mythology of the “utopic figure of the city.” 
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Fig. 13. Pages 38 and 39 of Les Grands Ensembles, une architecture du XXe siècle (The Grands
Ensembles, An Architecture of the Twentieth Century, 2011), ed. Ministry of Culture and Communication,
Éditions Dominique Carré, photograph by A. MacLean / Landslides Arial Photography, “Tours Nuages,
Nanterre (92),” 2010.
29 As we conclude this analysis of the institutional policies that have guided the official
photographic  representation  of  the  grands  ensembles for  more  than  fifty  years,  it  is
apparent that there is a constant to the narrative, something that endures despite the
various critical reversals that have occurred throughout the period. The grands ensembles
remain  inseparably  linked  to  the  modernist  myth  embraced  by  architects  and  city
planners  at  the  end  of  the  war,  a  myth  that  is  successively  exalted  to  the  skies,
denigrated, and finally rehabilitated. Aerial and perspectival views give rise to a certain
abstractness in the forms of these structures that embody the implementation of a social
and political utopia. This vision is then given substance by the ground-level views, which
either  set  this  ideal  city  in  motion or  bear  witness  to  its  distress,  accompanying at
different times the glowing or disparaging discourses, encomiums or indictments. This
variability in the “projective” use of these images shows how important it is to consult
the  discourse,  the  imaginary  construct,  to  which  the  image  is  harnessed  before
interpreting it;  there is  no determinism exerted by the form of  the image itself.  An
observation which underscores the need to place this analysis of the French state’s visual
discourse in an expanded context that also includes vernacular and artistic production.
Indeed,  as  Frédéric  Pousin points  out,  postcards played a  key role  in “disseminating
images of reconstruction to the general public.”77 In addition, the grands ensembles have
served as the backdrop for many amateur productions that look at the suburbs of the
postwar period, a general overview of which is provided by the film Ils Ont Filmé les Grands
Ensembles  (They  Filmed  the  Grands  Ensembles)  by  Laurence  Bazin  and  Marie-Catherine
Delacroix (2012). Finally, quite a few photographers have turned their cameras on the
towers and their residents over the decades. Especially worth noting are the works of
Jacques Windenberger, Véra Cardot, and Pierre Joly, and more recently the night shots of
Cyrus Cornut, the stagings of Mohamed Bourouissa, and the more conceptual approach of
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Mathieu  Pernot,  presented  in  his  book  Le  Grand  Ensemble.78 These  representations
constitute a visual history which the state visual policy discussed in this essay also helps
to shape. 
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ABSTRACTS
The  grands  ensembles, or  large-scale  high-rise  housing  projects,  are  widely  regarded  as  the
quintessential products of postwar French government policy in the areas of regional and urban
planning. These essential icons of the Trente Glorieuses and their “golden legend of triumphant
modernization” were the subject of targeted image campaigns from the very beginning. As early
as 1945, the government recognized that control over imagery was an indispensable component
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of  its  large-scale  reconstruction  projects,  and  the  departments  involved  established  internal
photography and cinematography teams to promote and defend the policies they adopted. The
approach survived as the policies changed: in the context of subsequent periods and institutions,
photography has been called on to depict the failure of the social housing effort or cast it as an
important part of the country’s architectural heritage. The analysis presented here revisits the
history of the grands ensembles, building on previous studies in order to view them from a new
perspective, that of the media, and more specifically of institutional photographic production.
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